
Win-win, both/and mindset dominates
(Can imagine co-creating and managing a Whole

to benefit all,  each organization is 
self-directed and autonomous)

Win-Lose, either/or mindset dominates
(Cannot imagine a Whole that does not 
dominate organizations or privilege
other organizations)

Survival by Turf protection dominates

—Increasing Complexity, need for Organizations to evolve their management processes and structures
—Increasing time, required capacities and neutrality of Secretariat

—Increasingly seamless experience for clients, patients, and citizens
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Reflective Practice-Based Experience through stages of increasing complexity helps build the working trust and 
increased collaborative capacity (personal and organizational) required to be successful 

 inter-Organization Collaboration Continuum

Working Trust increasing

Different Degrees of Collaboration are available to achieve the shared ends. 
The key is to choose the ‘goldilocks’ degree fit for purpose: not too much, not too little 
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